Definitive, dynamic research databases and reference resources for research in American government, politics, history, public policy, and current affairs

Newly redesigned!

Discover how recent Supreme Court decisions have impacted

Campaigns & Elections
The CQ Press Voting and Elections Collection provides in-depth insight into the American voter, major and minor political parties, campaigns and elections, and historical and modern races for Congress, the presidency, and governorships. With key elections data, historical information and objective analysis, this dynamic research and reference tool puts the power directly into the hands of students, scholars, researchers and interested citizens. For presidential elections, the database includes electoral and popular votes, and primary election returns. General and primary election returns for congressional and gubernatorial elections are also available, as are demographics and descriptions of congressional districts and counties. These certified election returns are pulled from 50 state boards of elections and carefully databased. Data-export tools support customized data downloads for easy statistical analysis.

Runner Up, Library Journal Reference 2012 Best Databases—Most Ambitious in Scope or Content
The **CQ Press Congress Collection** is an interactive database for analyzing the history and development, legislation, powers, and personalities of the U.S. Congress. This database features a wealth of unbiased commentary and includes comprehensive biographies of members of Congress, legislative analysis, member interest group ratings, CQ Voting Scores, and encyclopedic information on the history, operations, and procedures of Congress.

The database includes topic-coded roll call votes from 1969 to the present, CQ Key Votes since 1945, interest group ratings and CQ Voting Scores dating back to the 1940s, and robust member demographic information. Data export tools allow for customized data downloads for easy statistical analysis.

A very impressive resource.

—Library Journal
Newly redesigned, the **CQ Press Supreme Court Collection** blends historical analysis with timely updates and expert commentary of Supreme Court decisions, biographies of Supreme Court Justices, Supreme Court institutional history, and the U.S. Constitution. Featuring summaries and analyses of more than ten thousand major decisions, it offers unique contextual framework and insight into the Court and its decisions. **CQ Press Supreme Court Collection** also includes powerful analysis tools that allow researchers to query opinion alignment and voting bloc data to fit their research needs. The database includes case summaries and topic-coded voting behavior from 1941 to the present, plus box scores for landmark cases dating to the Court’s founding. The Collection includes “Court Reports” by Supreme Court expert Kenneth Jost. These reports provide timely analysis of current topics and decisions from the Court, helping users better understand the history and workings of the Court while also teaching them how to analyze Court opinions for themselves.

*All the right bells and whistles are here.*

—*Library Journal*
**U.S. Political Stats** is a dynamic tool that aids researchers in finding and analyzing data on all three branches of the U.S. government. Designed to be intuitive for the novice researcher yet robust enough for advanced researchers, the site allows users to create graphs, charts, and maps to allow for a quick analysis of data trends. By consistently databasing content from CQ Roll Call, CQ Press, and other sources, researchers can quickly access content that would take hours to compile and format and start analyzing it immediately.

How does U.S. Political Stats support research?

- Quick access to relevant statistical information on elections, interest group scores, CQ Voting Scores, congressional districts, diverse demographics, and more
- More than 250,000 data series
- Data that has been harmonized into the same format, allowing for quick downloads, comparisons, and creation of custom visualizations

**U.S. Political Stats** covers 10 key topical categories

- Biographical Characteristics
- Campaign Finances
- Demographics
- Economic Data
- Elections
- Floor Votes
- Interest Group Scores
- Presidential Performance
- Supreme Court Cases
- Voting Scores
CQ Press Database Collections are the definitive resources for researchers seeking information on all aspects of American government, politics, and policy. These powerful online tools offer researchers—whether students, scholars, professionals, or interested citizens—a range of tools for discovering and understanding a wealth of authoritative content.

CQ Press Database Collections are renowned for:

• **High quality:** all content is produced and vetted by scholars, seasoned journalists, and CQ Press editors
• **Valuable tools that support the entire research process:** from identifying a topic, to researching a variety of sources, to developing a bibliography for further research
• **Combination of full-text and analytical database resources:** offering an array of data and documents—nineteen different content types in all
• **Unbiased treatment of controversial issues:** CQ Press content is renowned for being trustworthy and balanced

To learn more about CQ Press Database Collections or to work with a sales representative to create an online library of CQ Press resources that complements your collection:

E-mail librarysales@sagepub.com
Visit sagepub.com/trial

FREE TRIAL AVAILABLE!

Advanced comparison tools allow users to easily compare and analyze data, such as comparing Congressional roll call votes with member demographics.

Easy-to-understand maps, charts, and tables as well as data download options make research fast and easy.

FREE TRIAL AVAILABLE!